CRIME BLOTTER: 01/13/18 – 01/19/19
Provided by the Temple City Public Safety Division
Prepared by the Los Angeles Sheriff’s Department, Temple Station

01-13-19


Deputies arrested a MH/31 at 12:55pm for Delay, Resist, Obstruct a Peace Officer & Riding
a Bicycle Under the Influence, in the 9900 block of Las Tunas Drive. The suspect was
contacted for a vehicle code violation, while riding a bicycle. The suspect displayed
signs/symptoms of being under the influence of a controlled substance and resisted deputies.
The suspect is a resident of El Monte.



A Petty theft occurred at 1:00pm, in the 9500 block of Las Tunas Drive. The victim said
someone stole her personal property from the rear of her open business. The victim suspects
two male Blacks (suspects) who entered the rear door earlier, then exited abruptly when she
contacted them. There were no reported witnesses, but there was possible surveillance video



A Petty theft occurred at 3:10pm, in the 6300 block of Rosemead Boulevard. The informant
said two males (suspects) entered the location together, when one suspect acted as a lookout,
and the second suspect took an item from the shelf. Both suspects immediately exited without
paying. The suspects entered a black Acura. There was surveillance video.

01-14-19


A Stolen Vehicle occurred between 1/13 3:00pm – 1/14 6:00am, in the 9500 block of Lower
Azusa Road. The victim said someone stole his parked vehicle. There were no reported
witnesses.



An Attempted Residential Burglary occurred at 1:40pm, in the 4900 block of Fiesta Avenue.
The victim was home, when she heard someone banging several times on her rear glass
sliding door. The victim made her presence known, when two suspects (one male & one
female) wearing hoodies ran off. The victim noticed a suspicious gray vehicle parked across
immediately leave the area, The rear glass sliding door had a crack in the glass.

01-15-19


A Residential Burglary occurred at 8:25pm, in the 6000 block of Alessandro Avenue. The
victim said someone shattered the rear glass door of her residence, but she was unsure what
was missing at the time. The victim was out of town. There were no reported witnesses.

01-16-19


A Residential Burglary occurred at 6:11pm, in the 6000 block of Agnes Avenue. The victim
said someone shattered the rear sliding glass door, and stole her personal property. There
was surveillance video showing three suspects wearing hoodie sweatshirts.



A Residential Burglary occurred at 6:31pm, in the 6000 block of Rowland Avenue. The
informant said someone forcibly entered the location by shattering the rear sliding glass door,
but he was unsure what was missing at the time. Surveillance video showed three suspects
exiting the location, carrying items. The victim was out of town.
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A Residential Burglary occurred at 7:37pm, in the 4800 block of Agnes Avenue. The victims
said they were inside of their bedrooms, when they heard a loud noise and went to investigate.
The victims saw the rear glass sliding door shattered, but nothing appeared disturbed. The
victims believe once the suspects realized someone was home, they fled from the location.
There was surveillance video of two male Black (suspects) in the backyard of the location.
There was a reported witness.



A Residential Burglary occurred at 7:00pm, in the 5800 block of Agnes Avenue. The victim
said she saw a female (suspect) open her bedroom door and didn’t pay much attention,
believing it was a relative. A short time later, family members arrived home and discovered a
burglary occurred while the victim was asleep. Entry was made by shattering the rear glass
door. There were no other reported witnesses.

01-17-19


Deputies arrested a MW/47 at 8:00pm for Under the Influence of a Controlled Substance, in
the 9400 block of Las Tunas Drive. Deputies responded to a call of a person displaying bizarre
behavior by yelling and screaming for no apparent reason. The suspect displayed the
signs/symptoms of a person under the influence of narcotics and appeared unable to care for
himself. The suspect is a resident of Los Angeles.

01-18-19


A Commercial Burglary occurred at 4:00am, in the 5700 block of Rosemead Boulevard. The
victim said someone forced open the front door of the location, and stole his personal property.
There was a reported witness who saw a male Asian (suspect) inside of the location, when the
business was closed.



Deputies arrested a MW/50 at 9:36am for Driving Under the Influence of a Alcohol, at Olive
Street/Pal Mal Avenue. Deputies responded to a traffic collision call, and contacted the suspect
who displayed the signs/symptoms of alcohol intoxication and appeared unable to care for
himself. The suspect is a resident of Temple City.

This includes significant crimes and is not inclusive of all crimes in Temple City.

